Mesophase of the third type of hockey-stick molecules:
To be polar, or not to be polar, that is the question
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Since Prof. Samulski’s group reported ‘real’ hockey-stick-shaped molecules (HSMs) based on
p-quinquephenyl, during the last two decades, there has been a substantial evolution in the molecular
geometry of HSMs. At first glance, all HSMs may look like practical intermediate structure between
those of rod-like (RLMs) and bent-core molecules (BCMs). However, in terms of molecular geometry,
HSMs can be classified into three categories. In the first type, a rod-like mesogen possesses two
flexible terminal chains which are connected to the para and meta position of terminal rings,
respectively (Fig. 1c: HSM 1). In the second type, the asymmetric bent-core mesogen consists of two
arms with roughly different numbers of aromatic rings and the short arm has a long enough chain (Fig.
1b: HSM 2). In the third type, the bent-core mesogen consists of two arms with significantly different
numbers of aromatic rings and the short arm has no terminal chains (Fig. 1d: HSM 3).
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Fig. 1. Evolution between rod-like and bent-core LC molecules (gray block = mesogenic unit; black line
= flexible terminal): (a) bent-core molecule; (b-d) hockey-stick-shaped molecules; (e) rod-like molecule.

Mostly two arms of the reported HSMs are long enough to pack in a bent direction. Obviously, it
is known that a long enough aliphatic arm can help to make such packing. In this case, the polar
smectic phase can be derived in similar manner to bent-core liquid crystals (BCLCs). On the other
hand, in the case of the third type of HSM reported herein, the aspect ratio of one arm is too short to
act as a mesogen, regardless of the substituent type, and there is no sufficiently long aliphatic chain
arm to enable packing of a BCLC. Therefore, it is very interesting whether the HSM 3 can be packed
along the tip-direction like a conventional BCLC. In the case of the structure shown in the recent
article there is no flexible chain on the long arm side of the mesogen. However, since a flexible chain
exists in the short arm side, the molecule can persist a V-shape as a whole, and thus, the packing effect
will be similar to that of the conventional BCLC. Recently, we reported the synthesis and mesogenic
property of the third type of HSMs in which the central core is m-phenylene. However, these
molecules show no polar smectic phases even though they formed a bilayer molecular orientation.
Therefore, we can claimed that the third type of HSMs cannot be packed in the same manner with a
conventional BCLC. In this study, we have synthesized new HSMs with a naphthalene core. We
finally found a polar smectic phase. Based on these findings, we have suggested that the polar smectic
phase herein can be derived by a chevron structure rather than bookshelf one. In conclusion, the third
type of HSM can be considered a new type of HSM, because it no longer reveals the same packing
with the BCLC, and instead it can build a chevron structure to show a mesomorphism between rod and
bent mesogenic molecules.
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